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JEEP WRANGLER
ADVENTURE

FRONT FEATURES

 > Conventional shock absorber with 3-way swivel high pressure stainless steel braided  
     hose for remote reservoir.

 > Compatible with 2-5” lift kits.

REAR FEATURES

 > Conventional shock absorber with 3-way swivel high pressure stainless steel braided hose for 
remote reservoir. 

 > Compatible with 2-5” lift kits.

Issued 04/04/2022    

Make your next journey even better than the last with the latest addition to our product 
line for the Adventure segment.  

Building on over 45 years of experience in developing premium, cutting-edge sus-
pension technology for Racing, Rally, and Offroad, we are proud to introduce the new 
Öhlins suspension system for Jeep Wrangler. Since day one, our focus has been clear 
— advanced suspension technology for superior handling and comfort, both on- and 
off-road. 

Our suspension will give your Jeep Wrangler better grip, improve handling through 
sharp turns, and maintain stability when you are driving on an incline. It features 
two-way adjustable damping for compression and rebound, so you can adapt the 
suspension to your driving style and road conditions ahead. With greater traction and 
control, plus the capacity to lift your vehicle up to +5 inches, you will be able to use 
larger tires, increase ground clearance and tackle any obstacle, whether you’re driving 
through mud, sand, rocks, or water. 

PART NO: JEV MV00, JEV MV10
CHASSIS CODE: JK

JEEP WRANGLER 2007-2018  

GENERAL FEATURES

 > 2.25” shock body, fully aluminum design for improved cooling.

 > PDS – Progressive Damping System, internal hydraulic bump stops for added  
     bottom-out control.

 > 2-way adjustable damping (compression and rebound). 

 > Internal check valve system for completely separate compression and rebound adjustment.

 > Öhlins’ industry-leading, pressure-balanced damping to prevent cavitation. 

 > Designed for 2-5” lift; please see specific part numbers in the table below.

 > Improved top-out strength for solid axles and off-road use.

 > Spherical ball joints for low-friction suspension movement and improved body control.

 > Öhlins’ custom ball joint seals for long-lasting free play resistance, even in the dirtiest conditions. 

 > Rebuildable for custom tuning and PDS stroke.

 > Possibility to upgrade to our 2-way adjustable compression valve for adjusting high-speed and   
     low-speed compression. 

 > 2-year limited warranty.

PART NO POSSIBLE LIFT

JEV MV00 3.5-5”

JEV MV10 2-3”


